Resource pooling in ad hoc networks deals with accumulating computing and network resources to implement network control schemes such as routing, congestion, traffic management, and so on. Pooling of resources can be accomplished using the distributed and dynamic nature of ad hoc networks to achieve collaboration between the devices. Ad hoc networks need a resource-pooling technique that offers quick response, adaptability, and reliability. In this context, we are proposing an opportunistic resource-pooling scheme that uses a cognitive computing model to accumulate the resources with faster resource convergence rate, reliability, and lower latency. The proposed scheme is implemented using the behaviors-observationsbeliefs cognitive model, in which the resource-pooling decisions are made based on accumulated knowledge over various behaviors exhibited by nodes in ad hoc networks.
Introduction
Amid the extensive use of resource-rich mobile devices with increased abilities to compute and communicate, ad hoc network computing models suffers from ineffective usage of resources. Efficient pooling of available resources can address this issue. Resource pooling deals with the grouping of resources (assets, equipment, personnel, effort, and so on) to maximize the advantages and/or minimize the risk of the users [30] . Resource pooling can create a sense of continuous or infinite resource availability under a volatile network topology. It allows various computing devices and services to share their abilities in order to optimize resource usage among a set of cooperating nodes. Resource pooling is required whenever a node, during communication, experiences scarcity of resources for the successful completion of the task.
In ad hoc networks, mainly mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), resource pooling will take place among nodes within a radio distance [13] . However, for the collaboration, radio distance may not be the sole criteria. Other criteria [1, 22, 29, 34, 40] can also be considered such as contact frequency, latency, trust, history, node mobility, and node density.
Even then, the efficiency of resource pooling is hindered by the present approaches. These approaches lag in order to cope with the dynamic and adaptive behavior of MANETs due to volatile topology [19, 21] and lack of mobility awareness of the resources. Therefore, a scheme is required to overcome the hurdles faced in the active collaboration of resources. The design of the scheme should follow the principle of communicating under intermittent seamless connectivity and can be achieved through opportunistic networks [18] . The scheme needs to adopt a context-based approach for collaborating the resource when the nodes opportunistically come in contact in order to cope with the volatility of the environment. Most of the existing schemes are reaction based and lacks the sensitivity toward forecasted decision while gathering the resource availability information due to incomplete knowledge of its open, dynamic environment. The behavior-based decisionmaking systems are useful in building a robust and reliable system in the dynamic environment [6] , as they should be able to initiate resource-pooling process by evaluating its environment. The cognitive behavior can be a design metaphor when developing such a strong opportunistic model, as it should be able to learn and take a decision toward reaching the end goal [32] . Such a system can provide a dynamic and reliable resource-pooling solution. As an opportunistic computing (OC) model, along with cognitive agents (CAs), includes these desirable features, it appears to be a silver lining toward the implementation of such a design to overcome some of the inefficiencies in resource pooling.
Opportunistic Computing
OC is a type of pervasive computing and a nomenclature, and thus, it takes the benefits of randomness and uncertainty in the environment in order to establish communication between pairs of diverse devices and applications opportunistically. It exploits the transient unpredicted contacts to cooperate and share each other's content, resources, and services [14, 28] . The opportunity comes whenever the nodes move in close contact, i.e. within the single hop, direct communication, selected intermediate, source, or destination node. Such nodes are said to be in opportunistic contact if they share a common goal, common resources, and similar context activities such as same background or affinity.
For example, let us consider a social self-organizing pervasive network having several nodes with the orchestration of resource such as processing power, memory, software application, sensors, cameras, and so on, as shown in Figure 1 . In a service-oriented computing scenario where Alice is a service manager who needs to answer a number of queries from various end users, there is increased waiting time for the queries in the queue. With OC, Alice can get the queue management be taken care by trusted colleagues Bob and James, who came as her opportunistic contact during past intervals. Hence, an OC model will pool up the resources to make them seamlessly available for applications. By implementing the OC model based on cognitive theory, the beliefs [31] on the resource availability and nature of nodes can be obtained. This model improves operational robustness, as it can efficiently provide intelligent pre-failure avoidance and reduce the operational cost. The CAs can model the real world [9] . They can provide information on the availability of various resource with minimum resource management overhead. Thus, this model is proposed to be implemented using CAs.
Cognitive Agents
CA [12, 17] is an intelligent software agent. It is an autonomous and responsive entity that reflects the state of information of the environment, which is represented using cognitive terms. Similar to human perceptual experience and understanding of the surrounding environment, CAs can provide an immediate or controlled response to the changes in the environment. Owing to its nature of humanness, CAs can be cloned, dispatched, and activated or deactivated based on changes in the environment. An agent is created, unchanged, and executed on the agent platform. An agent platform comprises an agent server, agents, agent transport mechanism, and an agent execution environment. Usually, inter-agent communication will be done using message passing. The mobile agent code is platform independent, and it can be cloned and executed at any remote node in the heterogeneous network environment. The agent can update its information base while interacting with other agents in the environment. Thus, an agent-embedded model will be more flexible, adaptive, very intuitive, and user-friendly [10, 35] . CAs are mainly characterized by self-learning, self-improving, and self-instructing ability [20, 32] , thus reducing network overhead. CAs are suitable for adaptive, dynamic, context-based behaviorism, decision making, human-mobile network interaction system [2, 26, 27] , and so on.
Proposed Cognitive Agents-Based Opportunistic Scheme for Resource Pooling
The proposed opportunistic scheme works with CAs. The instance of mobile cognitive agents (MCA) runs on every registered node in ad hoc networks. For a node in need of a resource to execute a task, it should collaborate with other devices that come to its opportunistic contact and that have the required resources for which the MCA generates the belief about the resource availability, based on the observations generated by various observed behaviors on the node. It will communicate with all reachable MCAs through a request (REQ) and reply (REP) model to obtain the beliefs from the neighboring nodes. The belief record stored these beliefs and updated them periodically.
Organization of the Article
The remainder of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 gives related work on essential resource-pooling approaches in MANETs with their working principle and limitations. Section 3 provides definitions of terminology used in the proposed resource-pooling schemes. Section 4 discusses the proposed CA-based belief formulation scheme for resource pooling and its architectural functionality. Section 5 gives the performance analysis of the scheme. Section 6 presents the experimental scenario with the results. Finally, the article concludes with future work.
Related Works
The resource-pooling architectures are categorized into directory-based, directory-less, and hybrid schemes [15, 24] , either with an overlay or without an overlay depending on underlying application scenario. The literature survey of various resource-pooling techniques is summarized below.
The hierarchical radio resource allocation scheme [3] is a directory-based resource-pooling technique with based on the principle of dynamic resource pooling for device collaboration within a radio distance. It uses various radio access technologies with agents.
The model employed for resource pooling includes different stages: -The node, seeking the resources, sends the resource request with all the necessary information through a common channel upstream the MANET until it hits the appropriate agent level. On availability, the resource allocation reply comes through the channel through a resource-allocating agent. Onward, the node can use the allocated radio spectrum. -The resource reuse achieves optimal resource usage with the mapping of the reuse factor through the signal interference ratio based on wireless capacity. All the nodes in the MANET will be monitoring the interference ratio. If the ratio goes below the threshold level Th r for the time more than t r , then the radio resource will be reinitiated for the new process. -The agents will trigger synchronization among all the nodes for resource accounting purpose and get the child agent resource requirement, thus obtaining reliability in allocation. Then the parent agent sums up each child agent requirement and allocates frequency sizes accordingly. -With the growth in the use of MANETs in managing the dynamic nature of the network, there is a need for agent status transfer to a higher level. The wireless capacity and Euclidean distances from the child nodes are considered in order to determine the suitability of a node for promotion and are given by agent metric:
where C is the wireless capacity of the node under consideration, (X, Y) is the coordinate of the child agent node i that it would serve, and (X parent , Y parent ) is the coordinate of the prospective node agent to be promoted. If any node needs a resource, it has to climb through the hierarchical level to reach the required agent that incurs overhead; this is not advisable for MANET-based applications. The dynamic frequency reuse is not optimal, as the relocation is through the master of the cluster instead of the agents.
Reliable server pooling (RSP) [38] is one of the earlier overlay resource-pooling technique that is based on the principle of transparent switching between name domains on failure based on name server technology. The homogeneous servers closer to each other are pooled together and named through entity name server (NS) to which pool element (resource providers) and pool users (pool client) are registered. Switchover mechanism can be further fine-tuned using heartbeat messages [39] .
The modeling of server resource pooling was quantified based on the following performance metrics [39] : -Session sustainability throughput (SST): The ratio of the number of sustained sessions to the failed sessions. Sustained sessions are the class of failed session, which will be able to recover from the failure. -Switchover efficiency (SE): The average number of switchover attempts per successful switchover.
-Session sustainability gain (SSG): The increase in the system's ability to admit and run a session until completion.
The SSG will quantify the extra overhead incurred by switching to the existing session on the network and thereby indicates the opening of fewer new sessions. Let D represent the number of session open, F be the failed sessions, and Y be the weighted percentage of those rejected or lost.
Let p and i denote the parameters with and without RSP, respectively. Let w l and w r be the weights the lost and the rejected sessions, respectively. Typically, w l > w r , then
on optimization,
To cope with the dynamic topology, the technique performs global synchronization through the peer discovery process and maintains redundant name servers to enhance reliability in pooling. The node has to perform an extensive name hunt to obtain the appropriate name domain that again incurs high overhead and latency. With increasing mobility, the load-balancing performance degrades due to the frequent initiation of peer discovery process. The flooding technique [8] is an overlay structured resource-pooling technique in high-mobility MANETs based of the principle of optimization to disseminate resource availability information. The technique can dynamically switch among one of the three flooding techniques, i.e. pure flooding, 1 hop, and 2.5 hops, based on the principle of dynamic virtual overlay network [7] , to cope with volatility. It comprises an algorithm that forms a set of nodes called broadcast group (BG). One of the nodes in the BG is selected as a leader, called broadcast group leader (BGL), using the parameters η and μ. The BGL interact with other group nodes using hit messages to broadcast resource availability information and query message.
The modeling of the algorithm for BGL selection is as follows: The node n x will elect the BGL (i) If BGL(n x ) = μ (if multiple nodes have it, the node with the smallest address value is elected), where μ measures the highest link stability value of its neighbors in its neighbor link stability table.
(ii) If no entry exist, then BGL(n x ) = η highest of all neighbor nodes, where η measures the neighbors link stability and is said to be stable if it is above the set Stability threshold .
The dissemination process incurs an overhead because at higher mobility, the look-up efficiency and throughput decrease and the performance degrades. Efficient resource discoveries (ERD) [37] is a controlled flooding-based resource discovery technique based on the principle of optimizing resource searching and making the most relevant resource available to the nodes within radio distance. It uses a hybrid push and pull [36] searching technique with a strategy of spreading high-priority queries obtained based on dynamic ranking.
The algorithm is modeled in various phases, of which during the first phase, neighbor detection is performed using a query message q i consisting of the following parameters: The second phase performs dynamic ranking of the queries using a Gaussian function [10] :
where δ and μ are the constants used to determine the maximum time and threshold time, respectively. The third phase performs the dynamic ranking of the resources using the previously ranked queries.
The protocol performance declines in a high-mobility and a sparse-node condition like in most MANET applications.
INSIGNIA [11] is an IP-based quality of service (QOS) framework that provides a fast, adaptive service based on a soft-state resource management technique for MANETs. It is modeled architecturally to support fast reservation, responsive restoration, and end-to-end seamless adaptation using the inherent flexibility, robustness, and scalability found in IP networks.
Architecturally, INSIGNIA is designed to have following features: -It has adaptive services that can adapt user sessions to the available level of service without explicit signaling between source-destination pairs with both base QOS and enhanced QOS assurance. -QOS functionality is decoupled from the routing protocol so that it can be plugging a broad range of routing protocols. -The framework is based on an in-band signaling approach that supports mobility and end-to-end QOS for dynamic environments. -It maintains the QOS of adaptive flows in mobile ad hoc networks using a soft-state resource management approach for the management of reservation in MANETs. -It adopts multiple restoration techniques to provide reliability.
With the increase in mobility, network dynamics stimulate frequent rerouting, thus increasing traffic overhead.
Using mobile agents for resource discovery [23] is a resource-pooling technique that optimizes resource discovery using an agent-based query processing. Resource discovery is modeled using two types of agents: static and mobile. The static agents will run continuously on each host that will monitor the nodes and generate the resource availability information. The mobile agents will gather this resource information and execute the resource discovery efficiently by reducing the traffic and increasing the scalability.
Resource discovery in peer-to-peer (P-P) networks [16] uses a distributed agent-based approach, i.e. the random walk technique. The indirectly connected graph G(S, V) represents the unstructured P-P network with S nodes, and the V edges are viewed as the ones connecting the peers. Here, to locate the resources, the requesting peer creates the mobile agent that chooses a random walk among the neighbor peers, determines their IP address, and clones itself. The process continues until it finds the appropriate peer or the termination of the random walk. The human immune system form of the selfadaptable regulation model is used to control the number of cloning copies. Along with the difference in the network environment here, the performance of the technique also depends on the form of the random walk employed.
The economy-based opportunistic network model [33] is an auction-based scheduling model for resource utilization. Opportunistic networks possessing heterogeneous devices perform resource discovery by forming the resource grid. Here, the nodes in the network join the resource grid along with the available resource information, creating the grid table. The grid table is maintained and regularly updated, which is used further for scheduling using the second auction-based process. The repeated resource discovery process leading to the reformation of the resource grid becomes expensive with the increasing resources. Table 1 gives the parameters of our emphasis related to the above-discussed works. From the review on the above-discussed techniques, we can infer that the dynamic changes in the topology of the MANETs lead to frequent initiation of the resource discovery process. As they incur high overhead, these techniques will fail to provide a dynamic solution for resource pooling. Hence, an approach with a trade-off between a fast response with dynamic pooling and lower overhead is needed. 
Definitions
This section provides the definitions of terminologies used in the article. The proposed scheme generates the belief on resource availability using the behavior-observation-belief cognitive model [5] , which uses three cognitive factors, namely behavior, observation, and belief.
Behavior
Behavior quantifies the response to the occurrence of the phenomenon in the network during resource discovery. The proposed scheme will make use of a set of behavior parameters such as velocity of node, frequency of interface, resource mapping history, and so on. The parameters are to be captured within its environment or from the log to produce the behavior. These behavior parameters are quantified as low, moderate, high, sparse, dense, random, or deterministic, and so on. The number of parameters may vary from one behavior to another, and the different combination of the same set of parameters may result in distinct behaviors. For instance, BP = {BH 1 , BH 2 , BH 3 , …, BH n } is the set of behaviors produced during a session based on the set of captured behavior parameters {bh 1 , bh 2 , bh 3 , …, bh n }. The probability of occurrence of an i th behavior BH i as an outcome of the set of captured behavior parameters {bh} is given by
current value of (bh ) /maximum possible value of (bh ),
where α bh k represents the weight and is given by Some of the behaviors, along with their possible values, are given below: (i) Behavior velocity (high, medium, or low) is associated with the velocity of the node movement, which represents the mobility of the node. (ii) Behavior node availability (sparse, moderate, or available) is associated with the contact period of the node, which represents the duration of node availability. Similarly, behavior inter-communication (sparse, moderate, or dense) is associated with the interface period. (iii) Behavior location tracing (random, semi-deterministic, or deterministic) is associated with the node mobility pattern and represents the accuracy in meeting the node. (iv) The behavior resource mapping history (poor, moderate, or rich) is associated with the resource availability probability of the node and represents the ability of the node to provide the resources.
Observation
Observation quantifies the act of acquisition and summarization of produced behavior. In the proposed scheme, observations such as the node is static, dynamic, highly dynamic, or high profile (resource-rich), medium profile, or low profile (resource-poor) are confirmed based on the produced behaviors, as shown in Figure 2 . For instance, let OB = {ob 1 , ob 2 , ob 3 , …, ob n } be the set of observations obtained from the set of behavior {BP}. The probability of occurrence of an observation ob i is given by
where P(BH j ) is the probability of occurrence of a behavior BH j ∈ BP.
Belief
Belief quantifies the faith (trust) on a node for resource collaboration based on the interned observations. In the proposed scheme, four types of beliefs namely patron, slack, casual and vagrant are generated, as shown in Figure 2 . These beliefs indicate the nature of the node showing resource collaboration is possible or not. For instance, let BL = {BL 1 , BL 2 , BL 3 , …, BL n } be the set of beliefs generated from the set of observations {OB}. The probability of generation of belief BL i is given by where P(OB j ) is the probability of occurrence of an set of observation OB j . Some of the beliefs and their roles in resource collaboration includes the following: (1) patron indicates that the node can actively donate the resources; (2) casual indicates that the node is uncertain in providing the resources; (3) slack indicates that the node often uses the resources for itself; (4) vagrant indicates that the node can not provide any resource support.
Belief Record
Belief record is a tuple 〈Node ID, Belief generated〉 that stores the generated beliefs. The belief generated by the MCA running on the host node will be stored as self-belief. Beliefs obtained from all the reachable neighboring nodes through the request and reply model are stored along with their node ID, as shown in Table 2 .
Proposed Cognitive Agents-Based Opportunistic Scheme for Resource Pooling
As MANETs are built under a disconnected environment, to give a continuous sense of resource availability among the nodes, the cognitive agents-based opportunistic scheme for resource pooling (CAOSR) is proposed. The scheme will implement a mechanism in which upon opportunistic contact, a node collaborates with the neighboring nodes for pooling and accumulation of resources using MCA. As in Table 3 , the opportunistic contact can be homogeneous, i.e. contact between the same class of nodes, or heterogeneous, i.e. contact between different classes of nodes. We explain how CAOSR works by considering one of the important applications of MANETs, i.e. disaster management. Figure 3 shows a MANET communication scenario for post-disaster management [4] . Several critical locations around the disaster locations are primarily identified by the disaster management team and starts the rescue and triage operation. The scenario consists of multiple types of nodes such as the node belonging to rescue teams, the node belonging to bystanders, vehicle controllers, navigation controllers, and so on, as defined in Table 4 . These nodes are assumed to have diverse levels of capabilities with the resource record (RR) and the MCA installed over them. Resource record provides available resource description of a node as 〈node ID, resource ID, type of resources, …〉.
The new devices increase in the communication scenario with the addition of bystanders. Within the scenario on detection of the new devices, they will be registered with the navigation controller using a missed call mechanism. Upon dialing the number, the call automatically gets disconnected after two rings. The 
Node Description
Rescue team A group of trained people allocated with pre-registered devices for faster searching and triage Bystander
The local volunteer individuals registered to assist the rescue team Navigation controller Registers the new devices and guides the search and triage operation Vehicle controller Tracks and coordinates the rescue vehicles used for victims triage navigation controller will register the device and send the registration message to the corresponding device on validation, as in Figure 4 .
Cognitive Agent Migration
The MCA of the navigation controller, being the registration authority, will clone itself on the newly registered device with the necessary initial handshaking. The copy of the agent from the registration authority will migrate onto the new device, ready to capture the behaviors and formulate the beliefs about resource availability. The MCA on the new device (node) will be available for communication with the MCAs of the other nodes. The MCA on a node will communicate with reachable MCAs to collaborate with them for pooling of resources. Let us assume some of the nodes mentioned above are mobile (node belonging to rescue team and node of bystanders) and others are static (navigation controller, vehicle controller); some of the nodes are resource rich (nodes belonging to rescue team, navigation controller, and vehicle controller) and others are resource poor (nodes belonging to the bystander). To have a continuous connectivity in such a heterogeneous and volatile condition, the MCAs generate the beliefs and commute them to other MCAs.
The Cognitive Agents-Based Opportunistic Scheme for Resource Pooling
The architecture of the CAOSR, with its functional components, is shown in Figure 5 . The MCA runs on the node and communicate with its reachable MCAs through the REQ and REP model. These REQ and REP mainly communicate the beliefs among the nodes. MCA is a footprint mobile agent responsible for formulating the beliefs about the availability of resources on the node. The captured behavior parameters become the input for the MCAs' belief formulator logic. The belief formulator generates the belief about the availability of resources. The MCA stores these beliefs in the belief record along with the beliefs communicated from the neighboring nodes. It also continuously monitors the host nodes RR and proactively finds the demand for resource collaboration (prior to the actual requirement).
Belief formulator
The logic, as shown in Figure 6 , is based on the BOB model. The three constructs, namely behaviors identifier, observations generator, and beliefs formulator, are put together to form a belief formulator logic. The belief formulator will formulate the belief over the availability of resources on a node in an ongoing session.
The behavior identifier gets the captured behavior parameters {bh} as input and using them probabilistically produces the behaviors as shown in Algorithm 1. The probabilistic combination of the various behaviors leads to observations. These summarized observations are stored in the observation storage as in Algorithm 2, which are used to generate the beliefs.
The favorable observations are probabilistically combined to generate any of the four mentioned beliefs. These generated beliefs are stored in the belief record along with the beliefs obtained from the reachable neighboring nodes, which will be updated periodically as in Algorithm 3. The generated beliefs will provide the proactive opportunity for resource collaboration among the nodes, which can be further incorporated as 
Performance Modeling of the Cognitive Agents-Based Opportunistic Scheme for Resource Pooling
The performance of the CAOSR is modeled in terms of reliability in resource availability, rate of convergence, and latency.
Reliability
In CAOSR, reliability (R) can be defined as the ability of the MCA on the node to provide the belief on the availability of the resource. The MCA providing the information on the availability of resources depends on the probability of occurrence of resourceful opportunistic contact between the MCAs, P OC . The P OC can be obtained by the number of resourceful opportunistic contacts (an opportunistic contact, able to give the resources) between the MCAs, N Roc , and the total number of contacts, N tc , i.e.
and the total number of contacts is the sum of the number of resource's fewer opportunistic contacts (N OC ), the number of direct contacts (N DC ), and the number of resourceful opportunistic contacts (N Roc ) and is given by
where N Roc is the sum of the number of homogeneous opportunistic contacts (N hom ) and heterogeneous opportunistic contacts (N het ) between the MCAs, i.e.
The higher the value of (P OC ), the more reliable is the scheme, i.e.
Convergence Rate
The convergence rate of the resources (ξ RA ) is defined as the rate of finding the resource availability and to formulate the beliefs over it. In CAOSR, a high ξ RA is desirable, as the MCA on the node needs to be proactive in finding the resource and formulating the beliefs over it. The ξ RA depends on the mobility of the node (N m ), which can be determined by the pause time (the node stops for a duration) (t p ), i.e. 
and the node density (N d ), given by The rate of resource convergence increases with shorter pause time (higher node mobility, i.e. nodes become dynamic) and higher node density, with which more MCAs will come into opportunistic contact.
Latency
The latency of the scheme is a function of the overall time, including the convergence time in the formulation of belief, using CAs based on BOB model for resource pooling.
Belief Formulation Time
The belief formulation time is the total time taken in the formulation of a belief, i.e. T tot . It includes the time taken by the MCA in formulating the belief T bf and time taken for belief exchange with the neighboring node T bx , as shown in Figure 7 :
Self-Belief Formulation Time
The self-belief formulation time T bf is the sum of the time taken for the accumulation of the behavior parameters to produce the behavior (T bh ), the observation formulation time (T ob ), and the belief generation time (T BL ):
Belief Exchange Time
The belief exchange time T bx is the sum of the time taken by the REQ and REP model to request for the belief and response T req and T rep , respectively:
Self belief formulation
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Average Belief Formulation Time
The average belief formulation time T avg gives the average time taken for belief formulation over a node in unit time:
where λ bh i represents the capturing rate of the behavior parameters bh i in a session for all values of i.
Behavior Capturing Time
The behavior capturing time T bc is the sum of the time involved in capturing the behavior parameters from the external world and from session history:
where bh i is the captured behavior parameter. Thus, the behavior generation time T bh is given by 
Convergence Time
Convergence time T con is the time interval between the request and the location of availability of required resources and is given by con r req t ra tot ,
where T rreq is the resource availability request propagation time, T tra is the time taken in tracing the resources through the nodes record, and T tot is the time taken in belief formulation on resource availability. According to Equation (12) , MCA takes O(n 2 ) time for self-belief formulation as Equations (16)- (18) takes O(n 2 ) time. The total belief formulation can be done with O(n 2 ) complexity according to Equation (11) . The average belief formulation time will have O(n) complexity. intermittent groups of subnets such as Internet links, mobile towers, or communication infrastructure within a building are available. They possess various levels of resource capabilities and device characteristics. These networks provide computational resources such as memory, processor, a communication channel, and software services to offer resource usage, along with the wireless communication devices held by rescue teams.
This model implemented with the CAOSR has events such as registration, quantification, mapping, and belief generation. The belief database is set up for more than 200 mobile resources, which involve a mix of mobile devices with random mobility patterns and sporadic data transmission rates. For example, the team of rescue members (nodes) holding the wireless communication devices, such as smartphones, laptops, and so on, will move with a group and have slower unpredictable movement. Thus, there will be much delay in message passing. The rescue vehicles(nodes) will have faster and slightly predictable path, leading to faster message transmissions and so on.
Test Bed Description
The evaluation of CAOSR is done on a test bed of a post-disaster scenario. The pooling of resources is done in a completely or partially collapsed communication infrastructure formed amid the affected area, as shown in Figure 9 . The environment comprises 200 wireless mobile nodes embedded with the MCAs designed using agent factory, based on 802.11b configured in ad hoc mode, each with a data rate of 2 Mbps and random node degree. The registered devices will attach to the node's resource pool and be mapped with its class of resource and will then update the RR. The test bed gives various possibilities of a node coming in opportunistic contact (nodes in the same direction, toward same locations, executing the same task) with other registered nodes for resource pooling. It uses the RFC 2501 [25] mobile IP networking wireless protocol for node interaction. For instance, V 5 coming in opportunistic contact with R 2 can share the communication channel required for belief exchange. Initially, only the surviving infrastructure (static nodes) are positioned around the affected location. With time, the number of nodes increases due to the availability of the disaster management teams and bystanders helping the triage. The plot given in Figure 10 shows the increase in the number of nodes with time. With the increase in node density around the affected location, a resourceful contact opportunity increases.
The plot in Figure 11 shows both homogeneous and heterogeneous opportunistic contacts. It can be observed that the number of heterogeneous opportunistic contacts are more than the number of homogeneous contacts. With the probability of having more heterogeneous opportunistic contacts than homogeneous, a node gains the benefit of using more resources than it has. Thus, a better reliability can be seen in the resource availability. The plot in Figure 12 shows the dependency of reliability over opportunistic contacts. The increase in the percentage of resourceful opportunistic contact will improve the reliability of the scheme.
The plot given in Figure 13 shows the influence of opportunistic contacts on resource availability. The nodes on opportunistic contact can coordinately determine the availability of resources, which forms a medium for dispersion of information throughout the affected area. An agent program running on an MCA captures the required variables to determine the resource availability. Therefore, with an increase in opportunistic contact, the percentage of resource availability also increases. The plot in Figure 14 describes the effect of node density on the generation of four classes of beliefs. With an increase in node density, resource availability increases and the agent will be able to generate beliefs with reduced belief formulation time. The patron class of beliefs dominates, and the slack class of beliefs degrades with time. This result reflects that more resource can be pooled up with opportunistic contact to manage the critical scenarios dynamically and with reliability.
The plot given in Figure 15 shows the effect of pause time on the resource availability convergence rate. It can be observed that a shorter pause time of the scenario, i.e. higher node mobility, leads to increased resource availability convergence rate. The higher mobility rate of the nodes provides more opportunistic contacts, which helps in faster resource location and hence higher convergence rate. Thus, at higher mobility, the network becomes more dynamic. Figure 16 shows the plot of the percentage of belief formulation failure rate with time. As the resource availability increases, the process of belief formulation is to be increased at the same rate. However, the resource availability convergence rate is also dependent on the mobility of the nodes within the application scenario. Initially, the mobility will be less due to the collapsed pre-existing infrastructure. Therefore, the number of opportunistic contacts will be fewer. Thus, the failure rate is high at the beginning, and with time, it will decrease due to the increase in mobility. 
Conclusion
This article presents a novel scheme of resource pooling for ad hoc networks to cope with its volatile topology. The scheme uses CA-based OC principles to pool the resources with faster convergence rate and reliability. It is implemented based on the BOB model for a disaster management scenario. The scheme used works close to human cognitive behavior in determining the availability of the resources and is therefore an efficient approach for resources pooling. The scheme can be further extended to provide a dynamic and adaptive routing for resource accumulation in a disconnected environment. The mobility aspect of the MCA should be explored further in future work.
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